
Dawrah- e -Quran

Al Fatiaha
The opening
Opening of the heart
Preface of Quran
Quran is the answer to Surah Al Fatihah

Ayah 2
All praise and thanks belongs to Allah
When we admire something, we praise it
When something is given to us, we are thankful for it

5 Meaning of Rabb
Malik  - Owner
Sayed - Person in Authority
Murrabbi - Caretaker
Munim - Giver of gifts
Al Qayim - Maintainer

Ayah 3
Love you more than anything
Ar Rahman

Entirely/Most Merciful
Ar Raheem

Especially Merciful

Rahmen
Takes care of immediate needs
Loves and needs in this dunya
Everyone

Raheem
takes care of futures needs as well
Takes care of day and judgment as well
Muslims



Ayah 4

Malik - Micro sense

Maalik - Macro Sense
- King of Day of Judgment

Ayah 5

Abdd - you alone we worship
We enslave ourselves to you

Nastain - For you we ask for help

We cannot ask for help without worship
Reason for ayah placement as well

When we put effort, Allah’s help comes
Duas will only be accepted after worship and efforts are put it

Ayah 6

Following previous ayah
We require your help in everything

Guide me to the straight path
Guidance is everything
We can do every possible thing but only Allah can give guidance
Even with Obedience to Allah and Messenger, Allah is the only one who

can guide us

Are you sincere after making dua for your guidance?

Sirat Al Mustakeem



Straight Path
When on a straight path, shaytan can easily target/misguide you
It will be hard on this path

The people whom allah has favored:
- Prophets
- Siqiqeen
- Mayteyers
- Righteous People

Ayah 7

Do not make us of the misguided

Magdoob
- Misguided
- Will see anger of Allah
- Those who had knowledge but did not act upon
- Ex. Bani Israel

Thaaleen
- Misguided
- Those who didn't have right knowledge and no actions

Surah Al Baqarah

Ayah  1 & 2

Alif Lam, Meem
Regardless of your worldly knowledge, you still do not know the meaning

of Alif, Lam, Meem
Proves Prophet Muhammed(PBUH) is a prophet

How is someone with no basic knowledge able to portray such
complex language and words



Must be someone whos giving him this knowledge

You intellect cannot process the creations of Allah
Even something as small as a mosquitoes
Time and Place of death
Smallest of things(ex. Alif, Lam, Meem)

Are you looking for guidance?
This is the book of guidance

You have to submit yourself sincerely and intellectually to receive guidance

Ayah 3 & 4
Muttaqeen Qualities

1. Believes in unseen
- Allah, Prophet, Quran, Angels, Etc

2. Establishes Salah
- Reminds himself of unseen

3. Spending in Way of Allah
- Knowing when he spends in the way of Allah, he will certainly

give it back
4. Believe in scriptures that came before

- Belief in Torah and Injeel
5. Belief in Quran

- Firm belief
6. Believes in hereafter

- No doubt in here after(firm belief)
- All actions are in accordance to Allah

Ayah 6 & 7
Indeed those who disbelieve

It makes no difference to them
Weather you warn them or not, its useless
As Allah has sealed their hearts, eyes, and ears



Whatever is fed to the ears, is what the heart is filled with
Whatever is seen by the eyes, is what your heart is filled with

Ears Canal and Eyes Canal both lead to the heart

Those who use foul language, it is because they say what their heart is
filled with

Ayah 8

Hypocrisy
There are those who claim to have Imaan, however they do not

2 Groups of Hypocrisy

1. Those who say they believe but don't believe
2. Those who say they believe but forget to believe

a. Behind closed doors they are someone else

Ayah 9 & 10
They think they can fool the beleivers, but they cannot fool Allah
Only Allah can decide who is a hypocrites
Allah says their hearts have diseases, so he increases it

4 Qualities of hypocrites
1. WHen he speaks he lies
2. WHen he promises, he breaks it
3. When trusted with something, he investigates
4. When he gets angry, he swears

Ayah 11 & 12

The hypocrites:
They cause corruption in the land
Water down Islam
Makes Islam easy make for disbeleivers and try joining sides



Indeed it is them who are the true corrupters

Bilal(RA) said “Haqq is Haqq” an inch away from the truth is false

Ayah 13
Imaan is only accepted when he follow Prophet(SAW)

Prophets left everything for the sake of Allah (S.W.T)

When told to believe like the prophets
They considered is foolishness
For them they are losing out on Dunya

Hypocrites go after the Dunya, and forget the Akhirah

Ayah 14

Hypocrites are double faced

In front of the believers they act like they are with them
Behind their back they mock them and claim to not be one of them
A time will come when Allah will mock them

Ayah 15

In fact, Allah mocks them in their transgression
Allah lets them transgress them so they can do more evil,
So they can blindly do it and increase their own punishment
Ex. When a dog is going at full speed and its owner pulls the leash, it

will break the neck causing the dog to die

Ayah 16
The hypocrites traded guidance for misguidance
Indeed this transaction was far from beneficial for them



Ayah 17

For example:

Allah gave them a light, then when everything was litt up, Allah took away
their eyesight. Leaving them blind.

To see we require 2 things
- The light to reflect off an object
- The light of our eyes to see

They were used as means of guidance, but were never guided

The prophet was the light to the ummah, he enlightened everything and
separate black from white and good from bad, but the hypocrites denied and
chose to be blind

Ayah 18

They are willingly deaf and blind, so allah will not let them return to
the right path as black was separated from white, and good was separated from
bad

Ayah 19 & 20

EX: They put their fingers in their ears so they do not hear the
lightning, because of the fear of death

It is as if the lightning snatches away their eyesight
WHen there is light, they go, but when their is darkness, they stop
WHen there is easy stuff they do, but don’t do the difficult things Ex:

fasting, Jamat, Salah
If Allah willed, he would have taken away their hearing and eyesight
Allah swt doesn’t because he keeps on giving us chances



Ayah 21 & 22
Oh believers, obey and enslave yourself to your Rabb (5 qualities of Rabb)
Enslave yourself to Allah, rather than other things which will certainly lead

you to destruction
Allah had made the earth like a cushion to rest on and sky as a roof
The hypocrites have no place, no light for them to see, and no earth to

rest, and provision through crops

When you submit to Allah , he wil you the creation. When you submit to the
creation, he will give you nothing.
Ayah 23 & 24

If you have any doubt about what is sent down
Make a surah even close to one in Quran
Bring witnesses
If you are unable to make something like this, then you will never be

able to,  then be prepared for the fire fuelled with the people and stones

Ayah 25
Give good news to those who believe that they will have garen under

which rivers flow. Food that looks similar but tastes different( much better), and
purified spouses.

Ayah 26
Allah uses the parable of mosquitoes, or what is smaller
Allah uses this example to explain the message to us, not to confuse us
The disbelievers argue saying “What does Allah mean by such parable to”

Through this test he leaves many to stray and guides many, and he leaves none
to stray except the rebellious

Ayah 27
Allah made a promise to everyone , before we were born
A promise with the soul
Quality They cut ties, family ties, body and soul

Ayah 28 & 29



Allah swt asks how we don’t thank Allah, how can we disbelieve, how can
we not say Alhamdulillah

Allah gave us life, then he will give us death, then we will get life again,
then we will return to him

Everything in this earth is created for our benefit
Everything is for everybody, share with countries, no individualism
In today's world, the west is powerful while the middle east is suffering

(also a type of cutting)


